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Abstract
How to change modes of "looking outwardly" to "looking inwardly"? This performance
provocation presents an Embodied dance practice Deep Flow, to disrupt ecologies of
attention, produced by the Anthropocene, in which neoliberal subjects increasingly find
themselves measured and shaped by numbers, through interactions with online and selftracking technologies, the Attention Economy. These ocularcentric interactions require one
to look outwardly to validate human experience. However, this neglects the vast storehouse
of felt and bodily experience that online and self-tracking technologies, used instrumentally,
cannot capture.
This performance provocation challenges "looking outwardly" by exploring strategies of
"looking inwardly", proposing an Embodied dance practice, that uses a heart rate monitor to
illuminate the neglected experiential aspects of bodily experience, changing ecologies of
attention to ones of experiencing. By reorienting visual mastery over things in the world,
we may become more dependent on our felt-sense and embodied experience rather than
gazing into a digital-Other, a smart mobile phone or social media, in which we constantly
inscribe ourselves to create self-identity and shareable recognition.
To explore this strategy, Deep Flow, uses a practice as research methodology, and
phenomenological methods to; explore whole body experiences; investigate bodily and
experiential interactions with technology; and to explore human relations with non-human
materials. By "looking inwardly", within an ecology of lived experience, biometric data,
tangible and intangible materials, Deep Flow collapses binary notions of inside and outside,
subject and object. It proposes; a return to bodily experience and sense perception, through
states of flow, relational embodiment and embodied materiality, to construct knowledge
from a first-person perspective, and to expand an understanding of our bodily experiences
in relation to technology, human and nonhuman materials.
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